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ABSTRACT-
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linguistic study based. on the philosophy of pragmatism which .

emphasizes social ,consequences of events and actions. Pragmatics
deals particularly with the relationships between words or
expressions and the way -in which pdotile use them._ Review of social
studies content and methods reveals a strong reliance on the medium
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cultural concepts which are closely re4ted to language concepts..
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l'angmage in job interviews and in employee r4lationships..$ocial.
studies classroom teachers will increase student involvement' in
active learning if they encourage eLdiscourse -conversation in the
classroom. Other activities which encourage understanding of meaning
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Introduction

This paper'explores'-the notion that th'e area of lingulstiestudy known

as Pragmatics has both curricular and methodological importance"for social' -

studies education. The author suggests th'at the most significant among the<
implications of research and theory from this 'field_ is the: need ,,,f6.4.4 ."oser

-

relationship between the language learning expeiiences and social de;zeloiallent

program structured for children and adolescents in the schools: It is not

thg author'S intent to argue this thesis, but rather to-develop some idea:s

based on-its assumption.

. The paper is divided into two major parts:
,

Yp

Part I: An Overviewlof selected;aspects of Pragmatics which relate to

social studies education.

- .

Pt II: A Brief look at some Curricular and methodological opportunties

and ideas afforded by Pragmatics.
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Part An Overview ok-Pragmatics

. Pragmatics: Some Definitions and Conceptual ties

Pragmatics a term which has both linguistic and philosophical roots

and meanings. A vague linguistic definition of pragmatics might be the study

oE relationships between-signs and sign users: (VanDyk, 1976, P. 26)..

Removing the linguistic terminology, pragmatics, by.,this definition is the

study-of words or expressions and how people use them. Some amplifidation

of this definition was .providedby-Heinig (1977) who described pragmatics

as the study of'fuctional communication or of the social uses humans have

for communication-

Pragmatics is an integral and essential aspect of linguistic sSEence.

Bates (1976) suggested that historically that science could be divided into

divisions .of: (1) syntactics or the relationships holding among the signs'

themselves; (2) semantics or the relationship between signs and thir referents;'

and f3) pragmatics or the connections between signs and their human users.

The key concern of pragmatics is meaning, not meaning of specific words.'or

phrases, 1;ut the meaning of messages communicated through words, inferences

drawn from them the way they are grouped, the expression with which they are

uttered, and the previously existing relationships between speaker and

listener.

There is a close tie between pragmatics and psycholinguistics whidh is

concerned with the relationships between thinking and language. Linguist

Naom Chomsky was typical of linguists in their concern over the social and

intellective importance of language in his statement that:

t 4



..Language is. .a specific human poSsessibn, and
even at.low LeveZs of intelligence,1 at pathological
levels, we find a command 'of Zanguqge that is total4
unattainable by arlape that may, in other respects,
sfaipass a human imbecile in problem solving ability
and adaptive behavior." (Chomsky, Z968; p. 9

That very exclusiveness in the possessioh of language for-human eings

invites the study of the "tool" quality of that language! The intellective

and social .uses -of language are both acquired as part of the enculturation-
,

JJ

process. Flavell ( 1977j piigited that the child simultaneously 1.earns

both language itself and how to use it in the course, of.language develop-

ment.Language uses are of two types: () private - cognitive, or the

use of language as any -Sort of aid to ones own thinking remembering, etc:

and (2) social-communicative or the use of language in interpersOnal sit-
,

cations to send and receive messages.,,

Pragmatics as a way of viewing social communication has its foundations

philosophy known as pragmatism. The essence of pragmatism is its emphasis

the social congequeneeg or effects of -any event or'action. -The pragmatic

method as Zescribed by philosopher William James in Pragmatism A new

Name for an Old Way of Thinking'is to try to interpret, each notion by. its

respective practical consequences." (James, 1913, p.45) _James went on

in this essay to say that to attain clarity of thoughts regarding any

"object" the need,is -only to consider the possible practical effects and

sensations might be expected fiom the object. If "object" in this statement

is translated to refer to "action." andif speech is considered an action,

then the connectio n to pragmatic aspects.of language study is c lear.

The direct philosophical antecedents of pragmatics,though, are to be

found in the works -of philosophers whose central concern has been lang6age

and meanidg. Those linguistic writers Who'attempt to build.a comprehensive

5
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View of pragmatics most often refer to. Wittgenstein (PhipsophicAl Investigations,

1958, The Blue and Brown Books, 1969 ) and Austin (Philosophical Papers,.

1961), Though neither philosopher uses the term p-ragmatics both provide

precepts and assumptions upon which the study is based. For example, -

Wittgenstein (1958, p. 151) posited that; "Lafiguage is an instrument.

Its concepts are instruments."' He argued that we may do various things with

the same sentence to give, it various meanings.

Austin ( 1961)isa much more abstract linguistic.philosopher'he said, that
.;

words have meanings but derive- their meaning from the sentences -in which

they are used. Austin further described the importance of word context and

principles of meaning implicit within context tothe ability of a speaker

to.say meaningful, things.. Austin discribed a satisfactory utterance as

one which-required the pretence of a conventional link between the words and4
,the referents they named and-a natural link between the type of utterance

and "sense".

ilow,do Humans Use Lan a e in Social Relationships

Oragmatic linguists are first of all concerned with the internal intellective

and motivating structure. of functional communication., Bates (1976), has

suggested that communication is a complex social process which consists of a

series of fair pragmatisnstructures or speech acts. The,first of these to
,

&cur is always the goal of a speaker. The speaker of a sentence wishes to

create in a listener a set of mental act or operations. Other speech

acts are locution or the acts, physical or mental that are required to create

speech, illocutionary,or conventional social speech acts recognized as such
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by both the speaker and the listener, and perlocutionary acts or the created

effects, whether planned or not, of a particular sentence used in speech.

AS these processes occur, semantic_ questions of meaning enter into-pragmatic

consideration. There are themselves complex. Few if any expressions

can be said,to have a single meaning, Carroll (1964, pp.40-42), hats

suggested that issues related to assignment of meaning include: (1)

denotative meaning; C2) connotative meaning; (3) meaningfulness; (4) situational

meaning; and (5) intention, Versus meaning clarification. Carroll's ref-'

erences need.rsome explanation. Denotative and connatative meanings are 4aerent to the

language itself and the culture Meaningfulness refers to theperual

pact on the indivi4uai Speaker or listener, and, of a particular-speech act.
C

meaning.involves the specific contributions of time and place factors to
kr

the total meaning of a speech act. The final of Carroll's issues ,intention
ti

versus meaning, involves the difference's between the speaker's purposes,

goals, and, thoughts. and the meanings of the consequent speech act. A sixth

issue; contextual meaning, might a.so be included,----xferring to the influence

on a particular speech of previous and subsequent speech acts. All of these

language meaningissues are.to some degreeisocial in nature and represent

coicns for the social studies.

i,. i .
.....

/

How Do Humans Use Language?

K

The purposes of /anguage,use are diverse and complex., Simply:listing

theyariety of uses and the variety oflanipulations(involvecrby both speaker
,

,

1

J.
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and, listener would be a difficult and endless task. Wittgenstein- (1958)

noted the following examples as indicative of the multifficity of language
,

uses:

Giving orders and obeying tizem.
Describing the appearance of an object of giving
its measurements.
COnstrUCtion °ran object from a description (or
Reporting an;- event.
Speculating about an event.
Forming and testing a hypothesis.
Presenting the results of an.experiemnt in tables and.
diagrams.
Making up a story; and reading it.
Play acting;
Singing.
Guegsing riddles.
Making a joke; teeling it.
Solving a problem in practical arithmetic.
Translating from one language into another.
Asking, thinking, cursing, greeting, praying.

4 4

If it is first considered that thesiare merely examples, the infinite

variety within ejch type of activity stands out. Chomsky (1968, p. 10),

.pointed out that normal use of lariguage involves an'infinite number of

possible sentences which can be used and'-understood with no strangeness
A

or difficulty for either speaker or listener. -To this extend at least the

4 (
normal constant uses of language are creative and innovative processeEi,o 4

For purpOSes of study, at leist, it A necessary io invent aet of
..e.-

k lir.
categories ipto which speech .acts can be grouped.4, Linguists are often 7

1

,.
i -st

pgtisfied to categorize the functions of spec# acts in terms of the Per--
4

.formatives or content of the sentences used t-e- presuppose one or as-
-

sumption about context that make a sentence veriZiable,amd.conversational
I. (._,

,

C. ----:-
%

A . postulateS or particular presuppositions related to a particular dialogue,
t: .

.

7 ( and its. participants.
;

4

5
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Social scientists needa system based on the social functions themselves.-.

The following headings are suggested as major categories for most uses.

of languages.

c

1. Controlling

The speaker is in control. of the situation. He or she may be

asserting authority, -commanding, threatening or offering. If not in

actuality at least by intention the speaker assumes the'authority and

right to act. By way of analogy to research, the speaker is the in-

_dependent variable while the listener(s) is/are (

2. Seeking
No

ependent variables.

The speaker may be trying to convince ,persuade, argue, request,

,plead or beg. The listener(s) is/are in actual control in the social

exchange. The speakeris attempting to have some reytuest or ways

granted which. the listener or listener has power to grant.

3. Informing

The speaker_acts as the authority and possessor of information.

The speakers role is expository and. active while the listener's is
e

passl.ve. Theoretically the speaker hai information-which the listener
..- . .

wants or needs. The speaker informs, demonstrates, explains, desCribes,

elaborates, outlines, gives directions (*Note overlaps with controlling

role) pr entertains the listener, is involved only as to t,e extend to..,s.
..

comprehension and the attitude of concentration.



4. Questioning

Thesspeaker is probing for specific information, seeking clari-.

fication, explaining, probing, problem solving, critically examining,

analyzing etc.,, The listener is preparing to respond either witfan

informing strategy.

S. Ritualizing

111.11111.

%Many forms of communication are part of the communicatio rituals

of a culture. Different types of greetings ( "Hello," "How are you?"

"Good Bye" are typical of such.) These show such qualities as deferrence

to status yet reflect fairly sterotypedlanguage to serve particulamp.social

functions. Ritualized communication is any which follows in fairly

regular pattern the functions of which-are much the same throughout a

culture.

6. Imagining

The speaker uses languagestto dream fantasize, speculate, etc.

In _essence every role play use of communication where the individual

speaker makes use of another perSonality than his or her own an imagining

form:

7. Feeling

The speaker expresses br tries to communicate emotions, beliefs,'

etc. The speaker may be simply te.tting the listener know how he or she

feels or may be directing the feeling, whether anger, love, hate,

10
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concern, interest, et., toward the listener.

The categories described above-might be termed as families of,

strategies for using.language. Culture influences, often dictates, how

humans use 'wig.. Zintz (1977.) put it very well when he said that, "Mlan'

has poured what iic ialows into language, but it has frozen around him: One's

-:.real world islyuilt unconciously by the language of the parent group."
A

Using language is never independent of meaning. Like learning to play

chess one ceases to learn to.use language more effectively.

"Is

1.1. '7

r

.
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Part II: Curricular Implication of Pragmatics-for the Social Studies

The theme of the May 1977 issue of Social Education was, "Verbal Impact:

Words as Reflections(of Society."' In it author James Michener commented that

the'adventures and events " of history did not happen until they were crystalize

into words and comprehensions." ( Michener, 1977,_p. 377) It is this impact

of language upon events and human relationships that makes pragmatics the
4

concern of the social studies.

As the eme of that Journal issue asserts, words and the ways in which

:11they are ed do mirror the culture, the times, and the conditions of any

-group of people living. They transmit the values of group and individual

alike. Words are not just among the tools; they are the prinCipal tools

of human r ationships: As such their place in the content and strategies

of social studies needs_ to be analyzed and 'critically exa4ne,11.

This paper makes no claim that pragmatics offers major new directions

for social studies curricula or that it provides a far reaching answer to

the critical and controversial issues and questions facing social studies.

education. However, pragmatics as a-study may provide new ways of looking

at and even of legitimatizing some of the content of current and future*

social studies programs.

Pragmatics may be an encompassing concept for many of the concerns and
%

issues that ham; been "new directions" for social studies content in recent

years. Among the articles appearing in the "Verbal Impact" issuelof Social

Educationf was one in which Matthews (1977) presented a summary list of

sexistvocabulary and some explanations of how this list evolved. Questions

related to sex roles, sexism and to the values and views related to sex

roles ofteniLtend to be language related. In another.article in the same issue

Mehaffy and Sitton, 1977) dealt with oral} history an'area of inquiry

oriented exploration which has in its basis-language used to preserve and

12



and transmit tradition, values and heritligg: Stillanother of the-presentations

in this Journal issue describe use itof priRaliy resources fsi*.:studyini local

ethnic groups {McClain-and Clegg, 1977) . 'Emphasis was given-to .words, and

Both loc,a1 study and the. concern fOr ethnicrecords that might be-analyzed.
_

.

cultureS have a deeply engrained concern for and'analyies of,-,many of the ways

'in which .language,ds-used.

Many of the Curricular content areas whiCh had, until recently, low impact
. ,

but may have a growing place insoClal studies curricula, have special
1 '--- , .

- interest in the functions of language. For example, much of what the

social Studies is concerned with in-career education has to do with the

functional use of language in situations which are generalizable to various

career roles. Typical of its content are job application and interviews,

worker relationship problems, emplffee-employer relationsh4ps, job satis-
,

fiefs, career planning etc. Popular study culture, with its examination of

music, mass media, slang and jargon,'bersonalities, and similar concerns,

likewise often focuses 45he'pses of language: 'Propaganda and advertizing

as areas of.study focus, almost to the exclusion of all other factors,

upon the manipulation of people through communication processes.

,-Pragmatics as a discipline provides a process, of studying culture

which has Imething to offer to inquiry oriented programs. Sin Ce such

- programs have some concern for systematic series of steps in solving

problems, pragmatics offers special perspec tives on problems involving

'social communication. Rragmatics is a linguistic study'and thus an

important facet of the social science of anthropology. Where airricula

are structured-to develop social science concepts and skills of social

sciencing, its approach is significant. In fact, the importance of

language and its uses to culture suggested the introduction to this section

_ .make that study integral, almost focal to the social sciences. To neglect
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. . .

such study segos almoit-to ignore the. essence of cufture.and history alike.

.

9 But if the fie ld of pragmatics hag an inherent position in curricular

content in contemporary social-studies, it is as much a part its strategies

.1

--and techhiques. eonce& foi student participation and involvement in active

,A;.as opposed to postive le rnins-have increased the oral interaction of students

in social studies classes. Techniques involved jin dealing with moral dilemmas,

valuei clar--' ification, problem solving4pq inquiry include strong emphasis
tv,

on verbh1 interaction as intrinsic to the method of teaching. Social studies

teaching _which utilizes such strategies as group activities, discussion and

questioning, pupil teacher planning, and role play and creative drama are

by their very-nature part of pragmatics.

AcCording to Flavell ( 1976, p. 174-5), language research shows an

iherease with age of such pragmatic abilities as '(1) sensitivity to words

thethemselyes, the concepts they identify, and to "rings the listener.might
, .

confuse with these; (2) sensitivity to the listener and his/her communicatibn

..;situation; -(3) .sensitivity. to the feedback from the listener which shows
.1;.

-

attention-_and,understanding; and (4).ability in listening to be aware of

\
,-

possible meanings, .ambiguities and-the-process of clarifying. ' Development.
. i

of-these. and other language uses competencies seems Most4appropriate

for 50441 studies:
. -

Most of all perhaps,_pragmatics is closely relatedsto-the'techniques

in simulation gaming. 'Simulations almost exdlusively involve models .of.the

real world and problem situations in which "tool" utilization of language is

essential for decision" making.'

41
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A Final Statement

- Involvement oriented social itudies programs ,amid` teaching .require

1students to participate in a 'spec-trUm,of---resea=bps ancrpTobleMs of human

r interaction. That interaction as chiefly through. langiaelk, These

involvement programs themselves include discussion aka- graup

in a variety o4tways. Pragmatics or the study of the relationshiPs between
,

words and the humans that use, them, seems to offer opppitunitj.es and approaches

to meeting the needs of such programs. For more eftective'pkrticipation

by studedis in their social!studies learning, for the develbpment of social

skills, and as a field of study pragmatics needs tolbOgiVen
4

look _in planning social studies programs.

Pragmatics represents more for the social studies than just anotfiei
,

schism of a social s nce To .this writer, at least, it .is

an exciting, perspective .which brings closer unity-among programs focused.

on personal development, life roles, problem solving, and conceptual

development and between the social/siudies,and the language arts.

.7
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Pragmatic Listing Activities 4'.

Listing Activity: Conversations at Dinner

Pretend:

Ydu haVe the opportunity to plan a dinner party and to (successfully)

invite the ten most interesting conversationalists in the world. What

living people would you invite?

If you could call upon individuals no longer living who would you invite?

If you could only invite'women, who would you invite?

%

If you could only1.invite women'who would you invite ? If you wanted too.

discuss. only one partiular-issue:or problem area (suchas one'of the

following types) who would you invite? Examples of PrOblem areas:

(a) The Equal Rights Amendment

(b) Winning at sports

(c) Getting a Job

(d) Getting your,own business started

(e) Succeeding in showbusine'ss

(f) Overcoming failure

16,
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(g) Preventing burglary

(h) Preventihg crimes "against person"

1-(i) Relaxing when you're tense

(k) Being Creative.

Listing Activity 2: 'High and Low Glamor

4 \
J

I. What are ten high "glamour" jobs that you might aspire- to?

.2. What are ten row "glamour" jobs you could do. for a career (not just

a short term'job)?

3. For five "jobs" in each catedory list the human situationships

qualifications --needed .

Listing Activity 3:

. The central staircase of the main library at the University of ,

Tennessee has a high vaulted medieval ceilin4.gThis ceiling is divided into

twenty sections by cathedral like arches. 'In the center of each ceiling

section in large gothic letters are the names' of,twenty individuals. All

are male-. Each of them is recognizable by hislast name and only

that name is given. All have contributed to the arts, humanities, or

sciences. All are European by birth 'or ancestory. They span twenty=five

centuries, but no one is included from the .20th century.

1. What people= would you expect to be _named and knomilpytheit last

. .

name? (Who is the one for whom both names are 'given?) r-

2. If only women's.names were featured who- would you expectto be-

listed?

3. If only people of non-European ancestory then who?
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-

1. If only 20th century figures then who?

/
, ----.,

>.-
Discussion: What force do famous names.themselves carry in language?

"Pragmatic" Activities:

Using the Tape Recorder for Oral History

Assignments to studentS:

1. Do a biographical .interview with an older:pei-son (let' the.
4 a=

review interview questions in writing before you interview- 'Share the
4, 't

tape.

2. Do a_family'history based'on.famil inteiviews.
to

.

3. Do a personal autobiography in take.

t

4. Do an Jion the spot" interview seri4s of passers by or vistors do
t . ---

a historic site in the country. , .'

S. Doaninterviewwithsomeonewhoha'been present at a historic
. I

moment.

6. Do "after the fact" interviews of ana,bout living people wild' haver

participated in prominent events.

7. Pair .off with another student and al*rnate interviewing each other-

about local events of the past.

Advantages of Oral History as a ClassroomTool

1. Involves students actively.

18'
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, 2. It can be "done" wirout elaborate resources.

.3. Topics of local dimensions have importance 'and oral history emphasiie

0
these.

'4. It generates enthusiusm..
1

S. Such projects are "real" and they-get students to do something in an

unique concrete way that they can take pride in.

4

"Pragmaitic" Discussion follow-up to Oral History

1. How did you "break" into the interview? How did you end it?

2. What traits seemed to be part of the ilyterviewers rckle? , the tole

of the person being interviewed?

_3. What difficulties did you have ib maintaining the "flow" of the interview.

4. Is it easier to interview or to be interViewed? What are the difficulties'
_

of each?f.
S:/What wkills are needed foliT effective interviews?

6. Do you think it is easiepor'gore difficult for someone to be

interviewed by a student for a school activity than it would have had

' you repretented the newspaper, radio or T.V.?

J9
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